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There is not a single web page all over the internet where you can find editable

arrangements of scores made by actual professionals in every needed format. So, a

new team member of SheetMusicWriters.com threw the idea of compiling standardize

scores and offering several years of arranged and transcribed piano scores of the most

wanted piano songs ever. The idea was to provide companies with editable material

needed for piano courses, tutorials, song analysis, video editing, etc.

The variety of editable formats we provide is huge and they contain the following

software: Sibelius (.SIB) – Finale (.MUSX) and Musescore (.MSCZ), and the following

“Neutral” formats: (.XML) – (.MIDI) - (.PDF) and (.MP3). 
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In the first stage, the Sheet Music Writers team will be offering five piano score

difficulties (Super Easy, Very Easy, Easy, Basic, and Average) with more than 10,800

piano arrangements. For the second stage, more than 7,100 arrangements with the

maximum piano difficulty will be offered and more than 3,500 arrangements for Voice

and Piano, totaling more than 21.400 piano arrangements.
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Difficulty*  1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-10
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* Approximate difficulty that varies according to each song and the style of arrangement** as of January 2021



Title: Arial, Bold, UPPER CASE

Composer: Arial, Regular, Lower Case

Subtitle: Arial-Times new Roman, Italic, Lower Case

Music Font in Sibelius: Opus Std 

Lyrics: Times New Roman

The dynamics are written in expression text so the software can perform them, and these

include expression texts:

The software

does not perform the following expression texts, and they are written as

“technique text”, “Cresc. Dim. Crescendo”, and “Diminuendo”.

FORMAT

EXAMPLE

DYNAMICS

And expressionlines:



All of the arrangements have detailed metronomic information at the beginning of each

score and all tempo changes. Indications like “Rit”, “Ritardando”, “Accel”, “Accelerando”, 

and “A tempo” are not performed by the software, and they are written as “technique text”.

METRONOME MARK

LYRICS

REPETITION SYMBOLS

All the arrangements have a detailed metronomic information at the beginning of

each score  and in all tempo changes. Indications like “Rit.” “Ritardando”, “Accel.”

“Accelerando”, “A tempo” are not performed by the software and they are written

as “technique text”

CHORD SYMBOLS

All of the arrangements use full chord symbols with the correct “Chord Symbols”

text style, so they are recognized as chords in the score and can be transposed,
altered, edited, etc. (Check the spreadsheet for omissions).

MACRO EDITIONS

Macro editions or batch processes can be applied to the editable scores.

For example, Sibelius offers a wide variety of plugins that allow making changes on

all scores quickly.

All of the arrangements have repetition if needed.

They include repetition bars, 1st, 2nd ending, etc. D.S. Da Capo, CODA Ø, etc.

All basic and dense chord symbols are recognized: (C - Dm - F#m) and (Bb/D -

C13(11#)- Fb7), for example, and “Nonchord symbols” are displayed as (N.C.).


